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Penny Auction Science 

 

A Complete User Guide for QuiBids 

BidPanther 

Disclaimer, Terms, and other Legal Information:  
The purpose of this guide is solely to serve as a way of understanding and using BidPanther software. The data found on QuiBidsReport.com or 
BidPanther is entirely a view point and there is no guarantee on winning any items on third party auction websites. Therefore, all bidders are 
requested to apply their prudence and determine their individual tolerance before acting on any of the recommendations or data available on 
this site. Neither BidPanther nor any of their promoters, members, or employees shall be held liable for any losses incurred (if any) by acting on 
the recommendations, data published and/or the use of the automatic bidding function. All information via BidPanther is only information 
services for subscribers and are not individualized recommendations to place bids on any auction items on third party penny auction services. 

The information and data that is contained within this website or on BidPanther is for generic informational purposes alone. While we may 

strive to keep the information up-to-date and accurate, we do not make any representations or warranties or guarantees of any kind, express or 

implied, about the completeness, correctness, reliability, or availability with respect to the website or the information, products, services, or 

related graphics contained on the website for any reason. Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own risk. 

In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage 

whatsoever arising from loss of data or profits arising out of or in connection with the use of BidPanther. 

BidPanther is not affiliated, endorsed, or sponsored by QuiBids, LLC. 

You are free to distribute this guide as long as it is given away for free and it remains intact and not changed or 
altered. View the full Terms and legal disclaimer 

 

 

https://www.bidpanther.com/index.php/terms-and-policy
http://www.bidpanther.com
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Getting Started 

How to Install BidPanther  
To properly use BidPanther, you will need the latest version of Google Chrome or Mozilla 

Firefox installed on your computer. Using these browsers makes BidPanther 100% 

undetectable to QuiBids. 

 

       

 

Pro Tip: By signing into Chrome using your Google Gmail account, your browser will stay 
synced with any computer you use! This feature allows BidPanther to load on all of your 
computers with Chrome installed. 

 

Technical System Requirements 

To properly proceed, please make sure you: 

1. Download and install the latest version of Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox  

2. Visit BidPanther.com and follow the download instructions to install BidPanther  

 

Pro Tip: Be sure you have cookies enabled and you are not running any ad blocking 
software like adblock or Pivdog. These programs have been known to interfere with 
BidPanther.  

 

New User Registration  

1. Visit BidPanther.com to register for a BidPanther Pro or BidPanther Basic account  

2. When properly set up, Visit QuiBids and click on an auction. 

3. When the BidPanther auction window opens, enter your Login details. You can now 

start bidding! 

Upgrading from BidPanther Basic 

1. If you currently have a BidPanther Basic account you can upgrade to a Pro account 

by logging into Bidpanther.com, clicking account management, selecting a package 

and entering your payment info.   

http://www.google.com/chrome/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-us/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-us/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/browser/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-us/
http://www.bidpanther.com/index.php/bidpanther-download-quibids-software
https://www.bidpanther.com/
http://www.quibids.com/
https://www.bidpanther.com/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/
http://www.google.com/chrome/
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2. Once complete, Visit QuiBids and click on an auction. 

3. Once BidPanther loads into the auction window, enter your Login details. 

4. The window will now show you are using BidPanther Pro granting you access to all 

BidPanther features. 

 

Pro Tip: Once BidPanther has successfully been installed, you can view live auctions from a 
drop down list in the upper right corner of your browser. 

 

**Note:  After upgrading to BidPanther Pro from a Basic account, you may need to clear cookies and 

cache your browser before you can successfully access BidPanther Pro. 

How to Clear your Cookies and Cache in Chrome: 

1. Open your Chrome browser  

2. In the upper right corner of the browser, click the 3 horizontal bars  

3. Then click Settings followed by History 

4. Select cookies and cache then click Clear History  

5. Restart Chrome, navigate back to a QuiBids auction, and Login again.  

 

How to Clear your Cache in Mozilla Firefox: 

1. Open your Firefox browser  

2. In the upper right corner, click on the Menu button 

3. Select Options 

4. Choose the Advanced tab  

5. Click on Network tab 

6. In the Cached Web Content section, click Clear Now.  

How to Clear your Cookies in Mozilla Firefox: 

1. Open your Firefox browser 

2. In the upper right corner, click on the Menu button  

3. Select Tools 

http://www.quibids.com/
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4. Click on Options then 

5. Choose the Privacy tab 

6. Uncheck the box that says “Accept Cookies from Sites” 

 

Pro Tip: Increase your buying power - sign up for a Quarterly, Semi-Annual, or Annual 
Package and save over the monthly rate!  

 

Uninstall BidPanther in Chrome 

1. Open Chrome 

2. In the upper right corner of the browser, click the 3 horizontal bars  

3. Click Settings followed by Extensions 

4. Click the trash can next to the BidPanther Extension 

a. BidPanther can also be disabled by unchecking the BidPanther selection box 

Uninstall BidPanther on Firefox 

1. Open Firefox 

2. In the upper right corner, click Menu and select Add-ons to open the Add-ons Manager 
tab. 

3. Select the Extensions or Appearance tab 

4. Select BidPanther and click Remove 

A. Unmark the BidPanther button to disable 

5. Click Restart now when it pops up to save your tabs 

You can follow the same steps to enable the same extension later. You can however 
permanently remove BidPanther from Firefox; 

i. On the menu button, choose Add-ons, then Add-ons Manager tab 

ii. Select Extension or Appearance panel 

iii. Select BidPanther and click the Remove button 

iv. Click Restart now when it pops to save your save and restore your tabs. 

Note: There are two BidPanther versions: BidPanther Basic and BidPanther Pro. BidPanther 

Basic is 100% free to use and compatible with QuiBids TOS. BidPanther Pro users who opt to 

cancel their subscription can still keep their Basic accounts for free, however a considerable 

number of features will be disabled. For more information, please visit 

https://www.bidpanther.com/ 

https://www.bidpanther.com/
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Live Auctions on Anywhere on the Web 

Upon successful installation of BidPanther, you can click on the icon on the far right corner of 

the browser to instantly view the total number of live auctions, current price of each 

product, number of unique bidders in the last 5 minutes and number of bids per minute. This 

is information is available instantly; you don’t have to create a BidPanther Basic or BidPanther 

pro accounts to access. 

  

 

Pro Tip: Look for auctions with less than 11 bids per minute; this is a strong indicator the 
auction is slowing down and may indicate it will end soon.  

 

Stalking Prey – Understanding your natural panther skills 
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Bid Tracking Display 

Bid tracking: 

Bids are continuously monitored and recorded 

by BidPanther servers for QuiBids auctions. 

This is one of the most important features of 

BidPanther. The moment you enter the 

auction, you will see the number of bids 

placed by every bidder displayed on the 

second column after the bidder’s name. The 

third column displays the bid placed while the 

last column displays the nature of bid; 

whether a Bid-O-Matic or Single Bid. A 

maximum of 25 Bid-O-Matic is set before the 

users can be allowed to reactivate the Bid-O-

Matic.  

 

 

 

 

Pro Tip: To help you gauge auction demand, only bidders in the last 5 minutes of bidding 
are displayed as recent bidders.   

 

Bidder Color Legend:  

Each bidder is assigned a color code depending on the 

number of voucher bids they have used previously to win 

auctions. The toughest bidders to outbid are those who 

use RED-coded meaning they have in the past used a 

high number of voucher bids. Furthermore, RED-coded 

bidders are more likely to overbid on auctions. On the 

other hand, bidders with BLUE codes are known to use 

real bids to win auctions. Unlike the red-corded ones, 

Blue bidders are easier to predict because the number 

of real bids a bidder is allowed to place in an auction is 

limited and controlled by QuiBids. Find the color scale 

and the volume of vouchers bidders use to win on the 

right. Note: Bidders who do not have a color (N/A Black) 

are new bidders without any history. While wins are 

tracked instantly, the user’s voucher % is recalculated 

nightly.  
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Researching Your Competition (Stalking):  

To guide your bidding and help you form a competitive bidding strategy, you can load and 

view historical stats about other bidders by simply clicking on the bidders' user name in the 

bid counting window (to the right of the auction clock and current price). Some valuable 

information you can learn about the bidders from this window is the bidder's recent wins and 

the Real, Voucher and Total bids placed to win. Additionally you have access to bidder's 

overbid ratio, wins and voucher bid ratio. To view the bidder’s losses click “Comments About” 

button and then click losses. A loss is determined when at least 1 bid is placed by a bidder in 

an auction but fails to win.   

 

Recent Wins: 

These are latest wins for the bidder together with their resultant Voucher Bids and Real bids 

they placed to win a specific auction. 

 

Pro Tip: Keep your eyes on bidders who heavily play in voucher auctions. These bidders tend 
to be more aggressive and may be operating with a massive voucher bankroll, watch out! 

Star Rating: 

The bidder’s star rating is based on the number of wins the player has.  

Comments About: 

Clicking Comments about will allow you to read and post comments from/to other BidPanther 

users about this particular bidder using your Facebook account. You can also view other 

valuable information  

Retail Won:  

This is fundamentally the retail value of won items by that user. 

Vouchers Won: 

This is the total number of voucher bids won by the bidder. It however doesn’t show the 

number of voucher bids the bidder might have at the moment.  
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Total Wins: 

To understand the level of bidder’s experience, view the number of their total wins 

 

Pro Tip: The majority of bidders on QuiBids (exceeding 90%) have recorded no more than 10 
wins. This is likely because many purchase a $60 bid pack, place those bids and never return. 

Overbid Ratio: 

This is the percentage of time the bidder has overbid in an auction. Ex: Placing 45 bids to win 

25 Voucher Bids is considered overbidding.  

Win %: 

This is the number of Wins by a bidder divided by his/her number of Losses. The ratio is used 

to measure how good or bad the bidder is. 

Voucher Ratio: 

This is the percentage of placed voucher bids to win auctions. Note that this is a very decisive 

number that you should pay close attention to since it determines the color codes under bid 

tracking. Bidders with a higher Voucher ratio are colored RED because they are considered 

impulsive while BLUE are more likely to be playing with real bids which prevents the player 

from overbidding. 

 

Pro Tip: Users can use their Facebook accounts to post notes about other QuiBids users. These 
comments can be viewed by all other BidPanther users. 

Stalking on the fly: 

BidPanther offers an even faster way to stalk your competition. Simply place your mouse over 

the bidder’s name in the bid history window and you will see some quick stats about that 

bidder on the fly.  
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Win %: 

This is the number of Wins by a bidder divided by his/her number of Losses. The ratio is used 

to measure how good or bad the bidder is. 

Voucher Ratio: 

This is the percentage of placed voucher bids to win auctions. Note that this is a very decisive 

number that you should pay close attention to since it determines the color codes under bid 

tracking. Bidders with a higher Voucher ratio are colored RED because they are considered 

impulsive while BLUE are more likely to be playing with real bids which prevents the player 

from overbidding. 

Overbids: 

This is the number of times the bidder has overbid in an auction. Ex: Placing 45 bids to win 25 

Voucher Bids is considered overbidding. Beware of players with a history of overbidding! 

Auction Participation: 

This is the number of auctions the player has placed at least 1 bid in as monitored by our 

servers. This number can be used a an indicator of experience.  

First Win: 

This is the date when the bidder recorded his/her first auction win. You can use this to 

establish the period the bidder has been playing on QuiBids and their relevant level of 

experience. 

Latest Win: 

This is the date when the most recent win by the bidder was recorded. Note: BidPanther 

updates data nightly and therefore, this might not always show the bidder’s most recent win.  

 

Product Info Number Line 

Item Mode: 

 

Clicking on Item Mode loads data for that specific item showing the most precise indicator of 

bidders’ demand of the product. The information in Item Mode is for all of the particular 

related products from the very first records in the database irrespective of how old it is.  

 

Pro Tip: Item Mode should always be used whenever sufficient data is available. Note that 
30 is the magic number of records, and therefore, in case the records are below 30 for the 
item in the QBR/BidPanther database, then consider using Retail Mode instead because 
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most data points will be missing.  

 

Retail Mode: 

The calculation of products statistics in retail mode is based on the product’s retail value so 

as to compensate for new items on QuiBids without much history. The calculations in Retail 

Mode cover all products in the same price range (+/- 4% of retail value) for the past two 

months. Note: For the most accurate calculations, use Item Mode.  

 

Pro Tip: Retail Mode should only be used if there are less than 30 records in Item Mode.  

 

Min: 

Min is the minimum price the item has ever been sold for. To view the auction, just click on 

“Min”.  

Q1: 

Q1 stands for Quartile 1. A quartile corresponds to a quarter or 25% of the observations. Put 

differently, Q1 is the price point at which 25% of the auctions close before it.  

 

Pro Tip: Search for tight gaps between the Quartiles; Tighter gaps between Quartiles signify 
auction areas where bidding is straightforward. There are times when bidding in smaller 
Quartile gaps is better. Wider Quartile gaps indicate that the competition is usually high or 
bidders have higher commitment within that price range. 

 

Q2 (Median): 

Also known as the Median, Q2 is Quartile 2 that stands for the point where half or 50% of the 

auctions either close prior to or past this price.  

AVG: 

This is the product’s average selling price.  

 

Pro Tip: Usually, at or about the Average selling price, the QuiBids auction timer interval is 
decreased to 10 seconds from 15 seconds. 

 

DOW: 

Day of Week Average (DOW) is the average price for this specific day of the week.  
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Pro Tip: If you notice that DOW is to the left of the AVG, then it is possible that there is lower 
competition on this exact day and therefore ideal for bidding. On the other hand, 
competition of the very product is higher on that particular day if the DOW average is to the 
right..   

 

Pro Tip: To see the Day of the week when the average is the lowest, simply login to 
QuiBidsReport.com then search for the product. You have a complementary QBR account 
with every BidPanther account you have.  

 

Q3: 

Q3 stands for Quartile 3, representing 75% of the observations. Q3 therefore is the price point where 

75% of the auctions are sealed before it.  

 

Pro Tip: Usually QuiBids auctions lock between Q3 and the Hot Price. 

Hot: 

This is the statistically proven hot selling price point. In other words, many auctions don’t 

advance to this point, and could indicate the likelihood of closing soon.  

 

Pro Tip: If you find yourself in an auction within this price range, it is crucial that you view 
the bidders involved and the number of bids placed by each. While this might be a good time 
to place your bid, you must remain cognizant of other variables like the playing style of the 
other active bidders. 

 

Straddle: 

The statistically proven Straddle Method price point can help you lower the risks of losses and 

bid wastage. It is at this point that most bidders are low on bids. The Straddle Method derives 

its name from straddling the middle point between Hot and Very Hot Prices.  

 

 

Pro Tip:  
You shouldn’t expect to see auctions at or about the Straddle points on QuiBids’ home page. 
This is because, when auctions are close to this point, QuiBids usually conceals them from 
their home page. Auctions at the Straddle points can only be shown if you have been viewing 
the auction all the time up to this point or you link directly from BidPanther. This is 
advantageous because it limits the number of bidders invading the auction at this point. 
 
It is highly recommended that you get more insights on the science behind the Straddle 
Method; Click Here and watch the brief video below.  

 

http://www.quibidsreport.com/
http://quibidsreport.com/index.php/quibids-straddle-method
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View the Straddle Method in Action 

Safe Straddle: 

The Safe Straddle Point gives you better winning odds, but there is a risk that the auction 

might close before reaching this point.  

Very Hot: 

Only a few auctions make it to this price point. By then, only a small number of normally very 

determined bidders are is still in the game. You have to be very cautious of who is bidding if 

you are still in an auction at this stage. Steer clear of RED bidders with high BRRs; there is 

little chance that they will quit bidding.  

Max (Q4): 

Also technically referred to as Quartile 4, Q4 is the max recorded sells price of an auction, 

and this point stands for 100% of the data used in the creation of the number line. It is 

actually fun to just click on “Max” to view the auction as it is because most of them are crazy.  

 

 

Pro Tip: Distribution of number line of price points will be done in a different way for every 
product. Some price points will be inclined to the left, right or evenly distributed as per the 
auctions that complete that price point. The further left the price points are inclined, the 
more illogical the bidding is (GamePlays, voucher auctions).  

 

Item Mode vs. Retail Mode 
Take note of how significantly dissimilar the price points are between the Retail and Item 

modes of a 15 Voucher Bids + 1x GamePlay auction. While in retail Mode there is an average of 

https://youtu.be/56C4fVT5Bys
https://youtu.be/56C4fVT5Bys
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31¢, it is $1.49 (more than 4 times the price) in Item Mode. The reason for this is QuiBids does 

not consider a GamePlay as part of the retail price and in Retail Mode BidPanther is looking at 

stats based on all products within that retail price range whereas in Item Mode BidPanther 

only looks at specific product names to make the calculations. 

Retail Mode - 15 Voucher Bids + 1x GamePlay 

 

Item Mode - 15 Voucher Bids + 1x GamePlay 

 

Auction Vitals 

 

 

 

Max Bids: 

This is the highest number of real bids that can be placed in an auction prior to using the Buy 

It Now option; it is calculated by dividing the Retail price by 0.60. 

Auction Duration: 

This is the time that has elapsed from the start of the auction. Note: the timer only starts 

counting after 20 seconds from the time bidding commenced. 
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Note: In BidPanther Basic, the timer starts from the moment you enter the auction. On the 

other hand, BidPanther pro users can view complete Auction Duration irrespective of the time 

they join the auction.  

Price Prediction: 

Relying on a number of factors, the Price Prediction utilizes an intricate statistical formula to 

forecast the auction’s price. More than 20,000 records of recently completed auctions are 

used to develop the formula. The auction’s retail value and the total number of bidders are 

the two core determining factors. Others include; availability of GamePlay and/or vouchers 

and whether it is a speed auction. Consider the Price Prediction as a computer model that 

determines where the price is likely to be the moment all bids of an auction have been placed 

by all bidders. This number changes with the changes in auction variables.  

When Predicted Price is Lower than Current Price 

In some cases the predicted price may be lower than the current auction price which can 

mean a number of things.  

When to bid: 

It is a good sign if the auction has locked and the actual price climbs to and past the price 

prediction.  That’s because BidPanther is basing its prediction on the total number of bidders 

in the auction (among other things). Since the auction is locked the total number of bidders 

will not increase and the price prediction is estimating the ending price of the auction based 

on similar auctions in the past. This is a strong indicator the auction is coming to an end. 

When not to bid: 

If the auction has not locked then a predicted price lower than the actual price then this 

usually means there are either aggressive bidders, over bidding and/or a bidding war going 

on. Typically this will be associated with a high Bids per Minute (BPM is 17 or higher). In other 

words, BidPanther cannot account for irrational bidding.  

Note: Find more information about Price Prediction Here 

 

Pro Tips: You should use Price Prediction as a measure of determining an auction’s general 
feel. You can find out auctions with the most competition by comparing predictions of 
related auctions.  

 

A calculated price point to bid can also be determined by using the Price Prediction after the 
Hot Price when new bidders join the auction. To begin narrowing, strategically keep an eye 
on the gap between the actual auction price and Price Prediction, carefully noting the total 
number of bids placed by each of the bidders. You can now strike when it all lines up.  

 

http://www.bidpanther.com/index.php/price-prediction-quibids-predictor/
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Total Bidders: 

This is the overall number of bidders that have placed bids in an auction. 

***Note that, in BidPanther Basic, Total Bidders are calculated from the time you begin monitoring the 

auction. On the other hand, BidPanther Pro users will know the total number of bidders irrespective of 

the time they entered the auction and will therefore be more informed.  

Bids per Minute (BPM): 

These are the actual bids placed within the last bidding minute, and it is an amazing 

barometer for measuring the level of interest in the auction. Lower BPM indicates likelihood 

that the auction is drawing closer to closure, while higher BPM signifies that bidding is 

aggressive on that auction.  

 

Pro Tip:  
Watch out for auctions with a BPM less than 10 since it can show that the auction has low 
interest levels. However, you should know that some auctions that are highly priced are 
likely to have a low BPM at the beginning due to the higher reset interval of the auction 
timer.  

 

 

View Total Bid History: 

 

If you click on the View Total Bid History, you will be shown the whole auction’s bidding 

history and even the last time the bidders placed their bids. To the left of each bid placed 

there is a color indicating how quickly that bid was placed after the bid before it. The 

warmer the color (red, orange, etc.) the closer the bid was placed to the one preceding it. 
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The cooler the color (green, blue, etc) then longer amount of time has passed for that bid to 

be placed.  

 

Pro Tip: If the auction clock counts down to below 1 second and you see several bids placed 
at once then likely these users are also playing with an auto-bidder like BidPanther Pro. 
These bids will be indicated with several red blocks indicated they were placed in rapid 
succession.  

 

Price History: 

This closely resembles “Statistics” tab of QuiBids but differs in that Recent Auctions shows the 

newest 15 auctions chronologically listed as opposed to those shown under Statistics that are 

cherry picked by QuiBids. Auctions beyond the hot price are likely to be listed on statistics 

tab on QuiBids. Furthermore, only 10 auctions, in no particular order are listed on QuiBids 

statistics tab.  
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Price Compare by Amazon: 

 

This is a new feature that was recently incorporated into BidPanther that lets users to view 

different products, their Amazon prices and how much they stand to save if they make the 

purchase from BidPanther. Users can also view the number of reviews (complete with links to 

Amazon) and Star ratings on these products. With Price Compare, users can form better 

bidding strategies because they know the true "market price" of the product they are bidding 

on and can also see similar products and accessories for the product they are bidding on. 

(View the image below). Note: If a match cannot be found then promotions from Amazon will 

be displayed based on similar search interests.  

PantherChat: 

This is a new feature that was recently incorporated into BidPanther that acts like a 

bulletin/messaging board so BidPanther users can chat with others live. This feature is 

completely anonymous and lets you pick any user name you wish. By default your QuiBids 

avatar will be used, but you can always disable this. By clicking the box for “Auction Feed” 

you can place comments to others that are hidden from the main feed and can only be viewed 

by others using BidPanther that are viewing that auction.  
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Pro Tip: Every Friday the FreeGiftCardFriday contest is held where the best guess of the 
ending price of an auction wins a free gift card.  

 

Pro Tip: PantherChat is a great place to find the latest QuiBids promo codes as well as chat 
with other players.  

 

QuiBids Auto-Bidder: 

 

BidPanther sports a Quick Fire Auto-Bidder designed to place bids well under 1 second on the 

auction clock. How low you can set the BidPanther bid timer mainly depends on your 
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proximity to the QuiBids server and how fast your internet connection is so you will need to 

experiment. However, our tests have worked as low as 0.2 seconds but we DO NOT 

RECOMMEND THIS SETTING. Bidding at the last possible second allows you to only place bids if 

nobody else has placed one which in turn saves you bids and keeps you in the auction longer. 

Other settings allow you to limit the number of bids you wish to place, only bid if less than a 

certain number of recent bidders, prevent from being locked out of the auction, and to set 

max and min auction prices to bid at.  

Troubleshooting 

If you are having problems getting BidPanther to work properly then we are here to help, but 

first review and try the following which will solve most issues.  

1. Be sure you have enabled cookies for your web browser. Disabling cookies or 

running your browser in a privacy mode will interfere with BidPanther and will 

cause login problems and may disable many of the BidPanther features. 

2. Please disable any ad blocking software like adblock or PrivDog. Ad blocking and 

privacy software can also interfere with BidPanther causing many features 

and/or data to not work. If your privacy software is causing the problem, but 

you want to keep it enabled for other internet browsing then please add 

BidPanther to an acceptable list of programs/extensions. You may need to add 

the following domains to the safe list: bidpanther.com and pantherstat.info 

3. If the first two steps above do not solve your problem then please try resetting 

BidPanther by doing the following: 

Open chrome browser and click the three horizontal lines in the upper right 

corner. Then click settings, then history. Now select "clear browsing history" and 

check the following: Cached images and files; Cookies and other site data; 

Hosted app data. Now click clear browsing data button. Close chrome and 

reopen it. Now navigate back to a QuiBids auction and login to BidPanther 

again. 

If you continue to have problems then please visit BidPanther.com and initiate a live 

chat or send an email to info@bidpanther.com  

Show Your Support & Win Free Bids! 
We always appreciate your support, and we are willing to reward you for it! Simply join our 

online community by following us on our social media and be rewarded with QuiBids Promo 

codes as they become available. Also access the latest penny auction news, updates, tips and 

guides! Join us today by clicking on the social media icons below; 

http://www.bidpanther.com/
mailto:info@bidpanther.com
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Pro Tip: If you are yet to connect join social media community or you are considering getting 
BidPanther, we have some good news for you. Use the code ADVANTAGE20 at registration 
or under Update Account and instantly save 20% off your first month of using BidPanther.  

 

Pro Tip: If you have not already done so, use QuiBids Promo Code QBWELCOME and 
instantly grab your 5 free bids from QuiBids. 
 

 

Let the World Know 
We would also appreciate it if you left a review for BidPanther 

at the Google Chrome Store to let others know what your views 

and experience. (click on the icon on the right) 

 

BidPanther Forum 
Talk, share your experiences and learn from expert bidders, including the brains behind 

BidPanther at the QuiBids Unofficial Community Forum and perfect your skills. 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/bidpanther-for-quibids-fr/bgffajcgoafmnanflddpjnbjkhnfagdc
https://plus.google.com/u/1/communities/108475427676372454992
https://twitter.com/BidPanther
https://www.facebook.com/Bidpanther
https://plus.google.com/u/1/105833407258836460759
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/bidpanther-for-quibids-fr/bgffajcgoafmnanflddpjnbjkhnfagdc
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